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ALERT MODE

What counter-productive 
behaviors do I fall into, when 
I sense my Driving Idea is 
about to happen?

 Assumption about 
others. They will 

xyz,.... me

Should be phrased as: 
“They will ________ 
me.”

Conclusions of the past

Based on boxes 1+2, I drew 
conclusions (in my 
childhood) about who/what 
was causing my suffering. It 
became a generalization:

“I suffer because others 
______”

4 

Today,What do I suffer from? 

What dangers, anxieties never 
really go away?
What do I suffer from today? 
What do I feel threatened by? 

Ego Fantasy

 What is the ultimate moment or scenario 
that would vindicate, prove my 
‘amazingness’?
If an ultimate “grandiose” scenario (i.e., 
Oscar, Nobel Prize, CEO), look for a 
recurrent, next week/month version 
What am I hoping to be, get, in terms of 
acknowledgment, recognition?

(Today) What am I 
chasing after and trying 
to prove (to myself and 
others)?

Growing up, what was 
painful/threatening? What 
did I suffer from? Any 
painful significant events?

What did I suffer from, at 
home, at school, in the 
world?

What pains/fears did I 
“inherit”?

What did my parent/
grand-parent/... suffered 
from/what were they 
threatened by?

What connections or 
continuity do you see 
between your pains and 
your ancestors’? 
What fears, dangers, 
conclusions or pains might 
have you taken on from 
their experience? 

Growing up, what gave 
me: 

• Attention
• What gave me the most

attention? Praise,
acknowledgment? Made me
feel special?

• Power
• How did I obtain power? What

gave me power?
• What gave me control?
• How could I make sure that

others did not have power over
me?

• What was I trying to prove?

Defensive Side of your Ego

What are the costs of:
Being obsessed with my Driving Idea (5)?
The defensive strategies of my Alert Mode (6)?

Costs of Offensive Ego

What are the costs of my:
Unconscious Goal (10) 
My Alternate Power (11)
My May Day (12)

What counter-productive 
behaviors do I fall into?
When all is lost, I feel trapped/
cornered… 
I won’t be acknowledged as my 
Unconscious Goal…
They are about to subject me to my 
Driving Idea…

How do I keep/take 
power when I am not 
acknowledged as my 
Unconscious Goal?




